UNIFIED FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE
Financial Consolidation & Reporting, Budgeting,
Data Quality, Analysis and More

Excel Global Partners (EGP) is proud to
partner with OneStream Software to deliver
OneStream XF.
OneStream:
OneStream XF is so much more than just consolidation
and budgeting software. It is a revolutionary product
that flexes to collect any structured or unstructured
data for analysis and reporting. It lowers the cost
of deploying additional solutions such as account
reconciliations, profitability and cost management,
workforce planning, year-end debt schedules, weekly
pulse data, or any other data collection imaginable.

The Challenge:
Our clients required multiple products, multiple
applications, and complex integrations which were
time-consuming and prone to inaccuracies. Moreover,
clients wanted better information delivered faster and
cheaper. The current CPM status quo offers 16 separate
products that all work on different technologies. The
burden fell on the customer to install, integrate and
maintain all these products. This disparate strategy was
unsustainable and resulted in increased administration
and IT staff; exotic and expensive hardware; brittle
consultant-driven integrations; and software installation,
upgrade, and infrastructure paralysis.

The Solution:
OneStream XF offers one product, one application,
and multiple solutions, all in one. As the original
inventors and architects of Oracle® Hyperion Financial
Management and Oracle Hyperion FDM/UpStream
WebLink®, OneStream started over to engineer the first
sustainable platform for Unified Financial Intelligence.
OneStream XF combines power and flexibility with
ease of use, deployment, and maintenance.
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UNLEASH THE POWER OF EGP
EGP professionals have real-world experience
in implementing and administering a wide
variety of financial systems. Additionally, our
experience in supporting businesses of varying
sizes and across an array of industries ensures
that clients receive proven and practical advice.
EGP delivers solutions for your competitive edge
in the marketplace. We listen to your needs and
take the confusion out of growing your business
by providing long-term solutions that work. We
deliver every time. That’s the EGP difference!
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